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Abstract—In the literature, many broadcasting-based schemes
have been proposed to efficiently support near-VOD services.
However, none of these schemes allows the server to dynamically
and seamlessly change the number of channels allocated to a
video. Naively allocating a new set of channels for the transition
could increase server’s load, waste communication bandwidth,
and even drain the channels of the system. In Tseng et al. (2000),
it is shown how to enhance the Fast Broadcasting (FB) scheme for
seamless channel transition. The problem remains open whether
other broadcasting-based schemes can sustain seamless channel
transition. In this paper, we show how to enhance the Staircase
Broadcasting (SB) scheme so that a server can seamlessly increase
or decrease the channels allocated to a video. The SB scheme
has been proved to require significantly less buffering space than
FB, while sustaining the same startup latency as FB. Detailed
performance comparisons are presented to demonstrate the
advantages of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Broadcasting, channel allocation, communica-
tion, staircase broadcasting, video-on-demand (VOD).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE growth of broadband networks has made multimedia
services possible. Among the possible broadband services,

video-on-demand (VOD) is perhaps one of the most demanding,
but challenging, one [5] [24]. VOD services would allow users
to on-line access videos from a video library and can support
interactive TV. Since this is very resource-demanding on the
video servers and the network bandwidth, intensive research has
been devoted to related issues recently.

A VOD system is typically implemented by a client-server
architecture supported by certain transport networks. This
paper focuses on the network and transportation parts. De-
pending on how communication channels are used, a VOD
system can be classified as interactive or broadcasting. An
interactive approach [10], [20] serves each client (or a group
of clients arriving close in time) with a dedicated channel. So
many VCR functions (forward, rewind, pause, search, etc.) can
be emulated. However, such systems could easily run out of
channels because the growth in the number of channels can
never keep up with the growth in the number of clients.
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To relieve the stress on channels and I/O demands, the broad-
cast-based approach [3], [7] delivers video contents independent
of clients’ requests. This approach is more appropriate for pop-
ular (or hot) videos that may interest many viewers at a certain
period of time. Many approaches fall into this category [2], [6],
[8], [9], [11], [14]–[16], [18], [19], [22], [23], [26]. A simple so-
lution is to periodically broadcast the video on several channels,
each differentiated by some time [6]. The batching approach
collects a group of requests that arrive close in time, and serves
them all together when a channel is available [1], [8], [9]. A
scheduling policy considering the arrival of requests is required
to best utilize the channels. Two patching schemes [12], [13] are
proposed to allow late-coming clients to join the service with
some buffering space and server channel constraints.

One promising direction to support highly demanded videos
is to partition a video into multiple segments and arrange
them for broadcasting in a certain manner. The EB scheme
[8] proposes to divide the video into equal-length segments;
a user has to wait no longer than the length of one segment.
Many schemes have been proposed by imposing a larger client
receiving bandwidth and an extra buffering space at the client
side. A scheme called Pyramid is proposed in [26], which can
reduce the maximum waiting time experienced by viewers
exponentially with respect to the number of channels used. The
Pyramid scheme is further improved by the Permutation-based
Pyramid scheme [2], skyscraper scheme [14], and greedy
disk-conserving scheme [11] to address the disk buffering re-
quirement at the client side. A number of works have dedicated
to reducing the waiting time experienced by viewers. Two
instances are the Fast Broadcasting (FB) scheme [15], [19]
and the PAGODA scheme [22], [23], which can broadcast a
video using channels by having new-coming viewers to wait
no longer than and time, respectively,
where is the length of the video. A harmonic scheme based
on the concept of harmonic series is proposed in [16], [18].
This scheme is recently proved to be optimal with respect
to the bandwidth requirement and the viewers’ waiting time
[27]. Broadcasting may suffer from the packet loss problem,
and the reliability issue is addressed in [21]. Stream merging
algorithms, which also intend to save the server’s traffic load,
are discussed in [4]. Such schemes try to merge different user
groups lagged by time. However, since each new client may
occupy a dedicate channel, the approach is not appropriate to
support videos that are very popular.

This paper is motivated by the observation that all the above
broadcasting schemes [2], [6], [8], [9], [11], [14]–[16], [18],
[19], [22], [23], [26] aim at reducing the waiting time or
buffering space incurred on clients given a fixed bandwidth for
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF BROADCASTING SCHEMES. (D = VIDEO LENGTH; k = NUMBER OF CHANNELS)

one video. If we consider multiple videos supported by a server,
the bandwidth allocated to each video should, to a certain
degree, reflect the “level of hotness” of the video. Furthermore,
since the hotness of a video will be changed by many factors
(such as day of a week, time of a day, and social events), the
bandwidth assigned to each video may need to be adjusted to
reflect the change. It is certainly desirable for a broadcasting
scheme to be able to dynamically adjust the bandwidth assigned
to each video on-the-fly in a seamless manner. The is achieved
by the seamless FB (SFB) scheme [25], which can seamlessly
transit the number of channels assigned to a video for the
FB scheme such that the clients currently viewing this video
(based on the FB scheme) will not experience any disruption
because of the transition. However, it remains open whether it
is possible to enhance other broadcasting schemes with such
seamless transition property.

In this paper, we show how to achieve seamless channel tran-
sition for the Staircase Broadcasting (SB) scheme [17]. It is
worth noting that the SB scheme is an extension of the FB
scheme [15], [19]. Both SB and FB have the same waiting time,
but SB significantly improves over FB in the buffering space
requirement. It is thus desirable to enhance SB for seamless
transition from the system manager’s point of view. Our new
scheme, called seamless SB (SSB) scheme, slightly modifies the
arrangement of segments in the SB scheme to achieve this goal.
In Table I, we compare the FB, SB, SFB, and SSB schemes.
The main contribution of SSB is an increase in waiting time
(approximately by a factor of ) as opposed to SB in trade of
the seamless transition property. SSB also maintains the small
buffering requirement of the original SB scheme. Both SB and
SSB need to buffer about of the video as opposed to FB and
FFB, which require to buffer about of the video. More de-
tailed performance comparison is in Section IV. SFB and SSB
have the similar structures (consisting of positive channel tran-
sition and negative channel transition parts). However, the seg-
ment arrangements in these two schemes are very different.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II re-
views the FB and SB schemes. The proposed SSB scheme is
presented in Section III. Performance comparisons are given
in Section IV. A channel allocation policy considering mul-
tiple videos is presented in Section V. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.

II. REVIEWS

In this section, we review the FB and the SB schemes, which
are essential to establish our seamless channel transition result.

Fig. 1. Video partitioning and scheduling of the FB scheme.

The FB scheme partitions the video only vertically, while the
SB scheme does so both vertically and horizontally.

A. Fast Broadcasting (FB) Scheme

The FB scheme is designed with both efficiency and sim-
plicity in mind. We are given a video of length . Since
it is assumed that is very popular, providing each client
a dedicated channel to view is infeasible. To resolve this
problem, FB assumes only a fixed number of channels,

, to support . Each channel has sufficient
bandwidth to broadcast . However, instead to letting each
channel broadcast completely, these channels will cooperate
in a certain manner. Specifically, the video server uses the
following rules to broadcast .

1) Partition evenly into fixed-length segments,
, where . That is, the con-

catenation (we use as the
concatenation operator). The length of each segment is

.
2) Divide each channel , into

time slots of length . On , broadcast data seg-
ments periodically and in
that order. Note that the first segment of each

, should be aligned in the same time
slot.

An example is shown in Fig. 1. Note that none of these chan-
nels broadcasts the complete video .

To view , a client should monitor and receive segments from
all channels according to the following rules.
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Fig. 2. Video partitioning and scheduling of the SB scheme using k = 3 channels.

1) To start the service, wait until the beginning of any new
time slot.

2) Concurrently from each channel ,
download consecutive data segments starting from the
first time slot.

3) Right at the moment when step 2 begins, start to consume
the video .

B. Staircase Broadcasting (SB) Scheme

The SB scheme [17] improves over the FB scheme on the
buffer requirements at the client side while keeping the same
viewers’ waiting time. It carefully partitions the video both hor-
izontally and vertically. Still, let us consider a video of length

to be supported by channels, . On the
server side, the video is broadcast as follows.

1) Vertically partition into fixed-length segments,
, where . The length of each

segment is .
2) Similar to the FB scheme, we will broadcast on

the segments ,
but with the following modification. For each seg-
ment , to be transmitted by

, we partition it horizontally into sub-segments
.

3) To cooperate with the above horizontal par-
titioning, channel is also partitioned hori-
zontally into fixed-bandwidth sub-channels,
namely . On sub-channel

, periodically broadcast sub-seg-
ments .

Fig. 2 shows an example with channels. On the top,
we show that is not partitioned. However, is partitioned
into and into and into ,
and , etc. On the bottom, we show that broadcasts
periodically, does and periodically, does

and periodically, does , and
periodically, etc.

At the client side, to watch , the following steps are
involved.

1) To start the service, wait until the earliest time when a
new time slot begins.

2) Observe that on each sub-channel
the contents being broadcast are the

sub-segments of . The client should grab these
sub-segments on for playback during the time in-
terval .

For example, in Fig. 2, we show what is to be downloaded
for a client starting at time . In the first time slot, it will
receive segments , and from , and

, respectively. During this slot, segment will be
consumed, and the other premature segments and will
be buffered for future use. In the second slot, the client receives
segments , and from ,
and , respectively. Note that during this time slot, the
client will combine in its buffer and from channel

into segment for its playback. Still, the remaining
premature segments , and will be buffered. At
the third slot, the client receives segments , and
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from , and , respectively. Again, all
sub-segments of are available for playback during this slot.
This is repeated until the client has consumed all segments.

Intuitively, on each channel , we will download sub-seg-
ments from each of its sub-channels. The time to start the down-
loading are the time slot when the corresponding segment is re-
quired for playback plus the previous slots. For instance,
for segment , since it will be played back in time interval

, we will download its sub-segments in interval .
It is not hard to prove that the client always has the complete
content of the segment to be played back at each time slot.

To summarize, the SB scheme has the same startup latency as
the FB scheme, and thus outperforms both the Pyramid scheme
[26] and the Permutation-based Pyramid scheme [2] in this re-
gard. Given channels, a user has to wait no longer than

time to start the service. The waiting time decreases
exponentially as increases. The average waiting time is .
For instance, given a 120-min video, with five channels, viewers
have to wait no more than minutes to start the
service, and with six channels, the maximum waiting time fur-
ther reduces to minutes.

Due to its “staircase” arrangement, the SB scheme delays the
reception of some video contents at later time compared to FB,
thus saving significant buffering spaces over FB. According to
[17], when , the buffering requirement of SB is no more
than a quarter of the video, as opposed to one half of the video of
the FB scheme. In fact, this buffering requirement is almost the
same as the Permutation-based Pyramid broadcasting scheme.

Finally, we comment that partitioning a video frame in the
horizontal direction may pose difficulties, especially when very
fine-grain partitioning is needed. Certain permutation tech-
niques may solve this problem. For example, in Fig. 2, consider
the video frames in . We can assign the first video frame
to , the second video frame to , the third video frame
to , the fourth video frame to , and then repeatedly
assign the remaining frames to these four sub-segments in a
round-robin manner. So no horizontal partitioning is actually
needed. However, the cost is an extra delay of four frames time.

III. SEAMLESS SB SCHEME

In this section, we will develop our main result. We will
first formulate the seamless channel transition problem. Then
we present our modified SB scheme, establish the relationship
of channel contents among different channels, and show our
channel transition scheme.

A. Problem Statement

Recall that the SB scheme only considers how to support one
video given a fixed number, say, , of channels. From a system
manager’s point of view, it is possible that the number of chan-
nels allocated to a video may need to be changed to exploit
his/her greatest profit. Suppose that the new number of channels
is . Since customers already starting their services should not
experience any disruption during the transition, a naive solution
is to allocate another set of channels to run the SB scheme.
Newly arrived customers are supported by these channels.

After a while, after all old customers supported by channels
are served, we can release these channels to the system.

One problem with the above solution is that the transition
may take long, thus wasting bandwidth resource. A more serious
problem is that the system may not have the extra channels,
unless the system always spares a sufficient number of chan-
nels for the transition needs. This is like the resource deadlock
problem in the Operating System design. For example, suppose
that we have two videos and supported by and chan-
nels, respectively, and we would like to change their numbers
of channels to and . The transition is impossible without the
support of extra resources. Since these are all popular videos,
suspending new customers from starting their services during
the transition is also infeasible.

With the above observations, we define a channel transition
to be seamless if the following conditions are satisfied when we
change the number of channels for a video from to .

1) Only a total number of channels are used
during the transition.

2) All old customers already starting their services should
not experience any disruption for their playback.

3) New customers can arrive at the system in any pattern
after the transition point. Also, these new customers are
able to start their services by waiting for no longer than
the startup latency incurred by using channels.

4) In finite amount of time, the system will transit to the
normal configuration of using channels.

B. Transmitting and Receiving Rules

In this section, we show how to modify the SB scheme to
achieve seamless transition. The video will be partitioned
slightly differently. However, the way that segments are broad-
cast will follow a similar kind of patterns. The reason is that the
original SB scheme partitions into segments given
channels. Since most numbers in are
mutually prime, finding a proper corresponding relation among
segments under different ’s is sometimes difficult.

Below, we show the modified SB scheme, given channels
.

1) Vertically partition into fixed-length segments,
, where . The length of

each segment is .
2) Broadcast on channel the first segment, , period-

ically. Broadcast on channel the next two segments,
and , periodically.

3) Broadcast on channel the segments
, periodically, but

with the following arrangement.

a) For each segment ,
to be supported by , partition it horizontally into

sub-segments, .
b) Divide channel horizontally into

fixed-bandwidth sub-channels,
namely . On
sub-channel ,
periodically broadcast sub-segments

.
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Fig. 3. Vertical and horizontal partitioning of the new seamless SB scheme when using k = 2; 3; 4 channels.

For example, Fig. 3 shows how the video is partitioned when
using and channels. For the case of , segments

are not partitioned horizontally, segments
are each partitioned horizontally into sub-segments to
be broadcast on channel , and segments are
each partitioned horizontally into sub-segments to be
broadcast on channel .

In Fig. 4, we show how video segments are placed on chan-
nels based on the above rules when and , respectively.

The receiving rules for the clients are listed below.

1) To start the service, wait until the earliest time when a
new time slot begins.

2) Download the segment on during time interval
, and the two segments on during time interval
.

3) Observe that on each sub-channel
the contents being broadcast are the

sub-segments of . The client should
grab these sub-segments on for playback during the
time interval .

There is some delicacy in the above design to be noted here.
The first three segments are broadcast in the same
way as FB. For the other remaining segments, the clients have
to put multiple sub-segments together to construct the original
segment. More importantly, each sub-segment is downloaded
one time slot in advance compared to the original SB. For ex-
ample, Fig. 4 illustrates how a client starting at time down-
loads sub-segments (shown in gray) when and . In the
case of , the sub-segments , and , which to-
gether form a full segment , are downloaded during .
But will be consumed by the client during the interval .
In fact, these sub-segments can be downloaded during
(one of the sub-segments will be downloaded “just in time”).
The effect is a higher buffering requirement. However, we do
this on purpose; the reason will become clear later.

Theorem 1: The modified SB scheme guarantees the fol-
lowing properties: 1) a client can play back the video without
any disruption, and 2) for each segment , all its sub-seg-
ments will already be downloaded in the client’s buffer when it
is required for playback.

Proof: It is easy to see that there will be no disruption for
the first three segments. For segment ,

, according to the third rule, their contents
will be downloaded during the interval

. It is clear that every consecutive
slots render a complete segment . Since the starting
time and the finishing time

is right before the time for playback, the client will
have all required sub-segments in buffer for playback, hence,
the theorem.

We comment that the second property is essential to guar-
antee our yet-to-be-presented channel transition to be seamless.
Intuitively, this property says that our scheme guarantees that
each segment will arrive early enough before the point when its
playback starts. As will be clear later, this allows the sub-seg-
ments of a segment arrive in arbitrary orders, as long as their
arrive time is not beyond the point when playback starts.

C. Relationship of Channel Contents

Our arrangement does provide some nice relationships be-
tween channel contents when using different numbers of chan-
nels. This section establishes these relationships, which are nec-
essary to develop our seamless transition result.

Recall that given channels, we will partition the video into
segments and for some and . To avoid confusion,
below we will denote them by and , respectively,
to indicate that channels are used. The symbol is used
to denote a range of segments; for instance, the segments

can be denoted as .
Several lemmas are presented below. Note that the discussion

will exclude the first three segments ( , and ) since
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Fig. 4. Placement of segments in channels in the new seamless SB scheme when using k = 3 and 4 channels.

they need special treatment. That is, we will focus only on the
contents of the channels .

Lemma 1: Let and be two integers, . For any
and , the following

equality holds:

Proof: The proof is by induction on the value of .
For the induction basis, when , the lemma can be
easily verified, i.e.,

For example, in Fig. 3, we easily see that .
For the induction hypothesis, we assume that the lemma is

true for . So we have
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The induction basis gives us
which leads to

This establishes the induction step, hence, the lemma.
While the above lemma establishes the relationship between

segments when is partitioned in different ways, we need to
further map them on the time axis to more accurately describe
their relationship. Toward this goal, we formulate a channel
as an infinite sequence of segments concatenated together and
mapped on the time axis .

Definition 1: Let be a video segment. We define
as an infinite, nonstop repetition of mapped on the time axis

(i.e., ).
Definition 2: Given two integers and such that

, define

For any integer , denote by the content of during
the time interval , where .

Intuitively, is the video content broadcast on channel
when a total of channels are used. For example, in Fig. 4,
when channels, the contents on channel is

if we imagine that the service
starts from time 0.

Definition 3: Two equal-length video segments and are
said to be similar, denoted as , if their contents are equiv-
alent (not necessarily match exactly in each time instant).

Intuitively, relation “ ” is weaker than “ ”. and are
said to be similar if there contents are the same, but may be
permuted in time. For example, in Fig. 3, we can claim that

and (the former has
exactly the same video content in each time instant, while the
latter does not).

The following lemma establishes the channel content rela-
tionship when using channels and using channels. (Note
that the th slot of is the same interval specified by the th
and th slots of .)

Lemma 2: Given two integers and such that ,
the following equality holds for any integer :

Proof: By Definition 2 and Lemma 1, we have the equa-
tion shown at the bottom of the page.

For example, in Fig. 3, segments , and at 3
channels are equal to and at four channels.
When mapped to the time axis in Fig. 4, we see that

. Note that some of
the sub-segments have been permuted in time.

Next, we extend the above lemma for the scenarios when
using channels and using channels such that .

Lemma 3: Given three integers , and such that
, the following equality holds for any integer :
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Proof: This is proved by repeatedly using Lemma 2 (note
that )

Intuitively, the above lemma says that the video content in
during the th time slot can also be seen in during the
same period of time, but some sub-segments may be permuted
in time. Further, the permutation is bounded within the th time
slot. For instance,

.

D. Seamless Channel Transition

In this section, we assume that is currently supported by
channels. We will show how to seamlessly change the config-
uration to channels (both and ). Let .
If , this is called positive channel transition (PCT). If

, this is called negative channel transition (NCT).
1) Positive Channel Transition: To achieve seamless tran-

sition, the basic idea is to guarantee that for any video segment
required for playback by an old client, it can be found in the new
configuration. We will rely on Lemma 3 to ensure this property.
Suppose that the server decides to perform PCT during time slot
. The following actions should be taken.

1) At the beginning of time slot , do not allow any new
clients to start their service. In time slot , the server
still broadcasts segments based on the same configuration
of channels. At the end of slot , release all current

channels.
2) At the beginning of time slot , allocate chan-

nels and start to broadcast segments based on the new
configuration of channels. At the same time, allow all
waiting clients to start their service. Note that since the

th time slot under the old configuration of chan-
nels is the th time slot under the new con-
figuration of channels, the content being broadcast on
the new channel after the transition point is ,

. (For and , we
simply repeatedly broadcast and , respec-
tively, after the transition point.)

In Fig. 5, we demonstrate how PCT works when and
. In the example, we assume that it is decided to conduct

PCT during slot . New-coming clients during slot are delayed
to be served until the end of slot . In fact, according to the
above rules, the transition occurs at the end of slot . For
clients starting at or after the transition point, they download
segments based on the new configuration, so there is no problem
with their playback. For clients who already started their ser-
vices before the transition point, we need to prove the transition
to be seamless. In Fig. 5, we mark with gray for those slots to be

downloaded by clients who start their services at the beginning
of slot (the reader may refer to Fig. 3 for the original video
content to prove the correctness).

Below, we prove in general for any and how old clients
already starting their playback adapt to the transition.

• For clients starting their service at the beginning of slot ,
they will download the first three segments
during slots and . So we can claim that for all clients
starting their service before (including) the beginning of
slot , no disruption will be experienced for their playback
of the first three segments.

• After the transition point, for each segment that an
old client was supposed to download from the original
channel , it will be able to find a similar
content

from the new channel
, according to Lemma 3. Note that “similar”

means that the channel content in the slot under consider-
ation may be permuted in time (but bounded within this
slot). However, since these contents will only be needed
after this time slot (according to the second property of
Theorem 1), no disruption will be experienced. So we can
claim that the transition is seamless.

Theorem 2: The PCT scheme ensures seamless positive tran-
sition for all old clients. The transition latency is one time slot,
i.e., clients arriving during the slot when we decide to conduct
PCT must start at the end of the next slot.

2) Negative Channel Transition: NCT is feasible due to the
correctness of Lemma 3. Our scheme will gradually release

channels to the system. The scheme does not need any extra
channels to support such activity. On deciding to perform NCT,
the server takes the following actions.

1) Determine the beginning of the nearest time slot (in terms
of the new -channel configuration). Let the time slot
be . (Note that the th time slot under the configuration
of channels covers the th,

th slots under the configuration
of channels.)

2) Starting from the th time slot, periodically broadcast seg-
ment on channel .

3) Starting from the th time slot, periodically broad-
cast segments and , in that order, on channel .

4) On each channel ,
broadcast based on the same schedule as usual
under the -channel configuration until the

th time slot. Then starting
from the th time slot,
release to the system.

5) On each channel ,
broadcast based on the same schedule as usual
under the -channel configuration until the

th time slot. Then starting
from the th time slot,
channel is used as channel under the

-channel configuration (i.e., the video content
on the channel will be starting from the

th slot).
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Fig. 5. PCT example with k = 3 channels and k = 4 channels. The dotted segments are shown for ease of understanding; they are not actually transmitted on
the channels.

Fig. 6 shows how to transit from channels to
channels. The transition point is at the beginning of the th slot
under the old configuration, or the beginning of the th slot under
the new configuration. Channels and start to periodically
broadcast and from and slots, respectively.
Channel will broadcast as usual until the end of slot , and
then it can be released. Channel will broadcast as usual until
the end of slot , and then it will start to broadcast based on
the new configuration (i.e., ). The gray segments are what is
to be consumed by the latest clients under the old configuration
(starting service at slot ).

To summarize, old clients starting before the transition point
will not experience disruption because we always broadcast on
all channels all required segments under the old configuration as
usual, until the related contents are not needed by any old client
(rules 4 and 5 are designed to guarantee this). For new clients,

care must be taken. Channel switches to the new -channel
configuration immediately, because its content is not needed by
any old client. Similarly, channel switches to the new con-
figuration after one slot, because after that point its content is
not needed by any old client. It is not hard to observe that new
clients starting at any time can download the first three segments

, and for playback without disruption.
For the remaining channels, Lemma 3 guarantees an impor-

tant mapping from each channel
, under the -channel configuration to each channel

under the new -channel configuration. Specifically, in each
time slot, the content that can be found in the new configura-
tion can also be found in the old configuration, but some sub-
segments may be permuted in time, bounded within the same
slot. However, the permutation will not cause any problem be-
cause the related content will not be needed for playback before
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Fig. 6. NCT example with k = 4 channels and k = 3 channels.

TABLE II
STARTUP LATENCIES FOR A 120-MIN VIDEO USING k CHANNELS IN DIFFERENT SCHEMES

the end of the time slot (guaranteed by Theorem 1). Thus, for
a new client arriving after the transition point, it must down-
load based on the old configuration before (including) the

th slot on , and download based
on the new configuration after that slot.

Channels in the middle will be released to the system. For
example, if we transit from channels to channels,
channels under the old configuration will be
released, and the remaining channels and
will be used as channels , and , respectively, under
the new configuration.

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, we compare our SSB scheme to the seamless
FB (SFB) scheme and other schemes without seamless transi-
tion capability from several aspects.

A. Startup Latency

Assuming that the video size is , the original SB scheme has
a slot length of . The modified SSB has a slot length
of . The increase is about a factor of , but the
absolute amount of increase will converge quickly to zero as
increases. In Table II, we compare the maximum startup laten-
cies for a 120-min video using channels in different schemes.
Note that the latency of SFB depends on a system parameter ,
which is the least number of channels that SFB requires to guar-
antee seamless transition [25].

B. Buffering Space

When , it is easy to derive the buffering requirement.
The next theorem derives the buffering requirement when .

Theorem 3: When , the SSB scheme requires to buffer
at most of the video.

Proof: From the pattern that a client pre-stores sub-seg-
ments, we observe that the buffering volume will reach the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of buffering requirements.

highest at the moment when the last sub-segment in channel
is buffered (for example, when , this is time in

Fig. 4). At this moment, the following segments are in buffer:

• the complete segment downloaded from ;
• sub-segments downloaded from sub-channel

sub-segments downloaded from sub-
channel , and sub-segment downloaded from
sub-channel .

Summing all these together, the maximum buffering require-
ment is (in terms of video length)

The maximum buffering requirement of the original SB is
. The amount of increase will

converge to zero as increases. In Fig. 7, we compare the
buffering requirements of different schemes. Basically, the
SB-based schemes’ buffering space is about one half of the
FB-based schemes. This shows that our SSB, while achieving
seamless channel transition, does maintain the original SB’s
merit of small buffering requirement.

C. Channel Release Time

In NCT, channels will not be released immediately after the
transition point. If we perform NCT from channels to chan-
nels, it will take time slots to release
channel (“time slot” in terms of the
new configuration). In Fig. 8, we compare the channel release
time of SSB and SFB when transiting from channels to

channels. Our release time is longer because the philosophy
of the SB scheme is to download segments in a “lazier” manner
than the FB scheme so as to reduce buffering requirement.

V. CHANNEL ALLOCATION POLICY

In the above, we only address the behavior for one partic-
ular video. Given a set of popular videos each with a certain
level of demand, it would be desirable to know how to dis-
tribute the available channels to each video from a system man-
ager’s viewpoint. We formulate this problem as one of mini-
mizing the average waiting time incurred over all viewers, given
a global buffering space constraint for all viewers. Suppose that
the system has in total channels to support popular videos

of lengths , respectively. Let
be the request arrival rate of , and the number
of channels assigned to . Our goal is minimize

(1)

subject to the constraints

where is a fixed hardware buffering constraint for all set-top
boxes.

We first simplify the two constraints to get a clearer picture.
The first constraint can be changed , since
increasing channels to any video can always reduce the waiting
time of that particular video. Further, according to Fig. 7,
the buffering requirement is a strictly decreasing value as the
number of channels increases. So the second constraint reduces
to a simpler form of
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Fig. 8. Channel release time of NCT when transiting from k + 1 channels to k channels.

Note that for each video is a constant, which sets a lower
bound for . It follows that the total number of available chan-
nels, , in the system is at least . Otherwise, at least
one of the videos can not be supported by SSB without vio-
lating the buffering constraint. As a result, we always assume

.
Below, we propose a greedy approach to minimize (1). First,

to satisfy the buffering constraint, each is given channels,
. For each of the remaining channels,

we greedily assign it to the video which leads to the maximum
reduction in (1). Note that the reduction can be easily calculated
since an increase of one channel to a video will reduce its cur-
rent waiting time by half. This is repeated until all channels are
assigned.

Theorem 4: The above greedy approach guarantees the min-
imal average waiting time over all viewers.

Proof: For each , after the initial assignment of
channels, its cost factor is . If we keep on
increasing channels for it, the expression is halved after each
increase. Now we list the sequence of reductions that may be
obtained for each , if an infinite number of channels are
available:

Minimizing (1) is equivalent to maximizing the total amount
of reductions in the above sequences. So the problem becomes
choosing in total numbers from the above se-
quences, each from left to right, such that their sum is maximal.
Since each sequence is strictly descending, it is easy to see that
the proposed greedy approach will achieve this goal.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed a seamless channel tran-
sition scheme based on the SB scheme. With the modified SB
scheme, the startup latency is only increased slightly as opposed
to the original SB scheme, and the advantage of low buffering
requirement of the original SB scheme is maintained. The saved
memory space may reduce the hardware costs set-top boxes or
may be used for other purposes (such as data communication).
Moreover, the modified scheme has conquered the problem of
dynamically and adaptively changing the number of channels
being used, which is impossible in the original SB scheme. To
our knowledge, only the FB and SB schemes have variations with
seamless channel transition capability. A generalized method-
ology to this problem (for different broadcasting schemes) is
definitely desirable, but could be very difficult to achieve.
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